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WHY CHOOSE TIMBERCRETE? 
 

 
1. ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY   

 
Timbercrete is an established building product with unique structural, thermal, user friendly and 
environmental attributes.  

 
Timbercrete is proudly an Australian invention with patents granted and pending in 27 
countries.  

 
Timbercrete is truly an environmentally friendly product for the following reasons – 

 
Recycled Waste  

 
Timbercrete is predominately made from a waste product. As the name suggests “Timber-
crete”, timber waste such as sawdust and or wood chip is the main ingredient.  (Other 
cellulous/organic products can be substituted.)  
 
It is also worth noting that no tree has ever been cut down specifically in order to produce 
Timbercrete. We simply use some of the large amounts of sawmill waste from plantation 
timbers and, in harmony with other raw materials convert it into bricks/blocks of various 
shapes and sizes 

  
Carbon Trap  

 
Sawdust (sawmill waste) is sometimes used to produce fertiliser, floor cover in horse 
stables, but more often discarded or burnt. Importantly all such uses produce carbon gas as 
the product breaks down. This in turn contributes to global warming through the green 
house effect. On the other hand Timbercrete is a carbon trap because the timber is 
preserved in a cement/sand/clay tomb. 

 
 

Other Ingredients    
 

• Sand - A small portion of carefully selected sands blended in such a way as to 
maximise its load bearing capacity (MPA) and minimise water ingress.  

  
• Binders - A small portion of a cement binder such as Portland cement is typically used 

along with a special non toxic “deflocculate” to improve cement performance.  
 

No Kiln Firing  
 
 Timbercrete uses no artificial or man made drying processes. The bricks are simply 
allowed to cure using natures own sunshine and wind. We don’t even use wind tunnels. 
 
Conversely Clay bricks require burning for strength and durability. This process consumes a 
very large amount of energy and the toxic by-product is a lethal cocktail of sulphuric acids 
and gases along with carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide gases.  
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• Energy use during manufacturing   To manufacture enough blocks for 1m2 of wall, 
(single skin) a 2HP batch mixer electric motor runs for only 5 minutes. In some of our 
larger factories we also run a 24HP Kanga Loader for 2 minutes to load the batch mixer 
hopper.  

 
• Energy to attain raw materials   Timbercrete has embarked upon a deliberate strategy 

of establishing multiple production centres in diverse geographic locations which are 
close to respective markets. As a result the average time to access our primary raw 
materials is one (1) hour or less. 

  
• Energy to Deliver Finished Product. -  One truck (carting 18 pallets) supplies enough 

blocks for 149m2 of wall area. The time in transit is typically between 15 minutes and 2 
hours.(one way) 

 
• Life Span - Timbercrete longevity is the same as any other non reinforced concrete 

product such as “Besser Block”. The expected life span is therefore hundreds of years. 
As per other concrete products sealing or rendering increases its longevity. 

 
 

• Single Skin Simplicity – Timbercrete’s unique single skin building system allows 
builders and home owners to enjoy significant financial and time savings. This is due 
largely to the fact that many conventional building elements are not required. The 
following are a selection of some of the areas where economies are achieved. 

 
NO Need For: 

 
• Sisalation  
• Insulation 
• Timber frames 
• Gyprock 
• Paint (re-applied after a few years) 
• Timber reveals for Windows 
• Skirting to protect fragile Gyprock 
• Acid cleaning (standard procedure for clay fired bricks)  
 

2. SUPERIOR INSULATION TO CLAY FIRED BRICK  & CONCRETE BLOCK 
 

R value comparison The (W/mK) is 0.234 or R1.02 @ 200mm thick makes Timbercrete 
6.8 x better than clay fired brick (110mm thick), 5 x better than hollow core concrete block 
(nominal 200mm thick) and 2.55 to 5 x better than rammed earth and mud bricks (depending 
on straw content)  
 
The superior insulation does not end with these figures. Timbercrete has a range of blocks 
and bricks with varying thickness. One of these includes our “super insulator block” 
(subject to a patent pending) that can achieve an insulation rating in excess of R3.  Put 
simply, this block will out perform any other brick, block or wall system currently in the 
market place. 

   
 
 
3. WORKABLE THERMAL MASS LOWER THERMAL DRAG 
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 Thermal Drag and Lag: 
 

Timbercrete possesses a unique combination of thermal characteristics, in that it has a 
density and matrix that sets it apart from all other products.  

 
Timbercrete’s density is 900 to 1000 kl/m3, with the closest product resembling this being 
water and then timber. The matrix of Timbercrete is a patented blend of mainly low density 
soft woods and a smaller portion of special sands, cement, and other nontoxic binders.  

 
As a result of the above, we firmly believe Timbercrete offers a workable THERMAL 
LAG, (thermal momentum) without excessive THERMAL DRAG.  

 
The problem with products with higher density (higher thermal drag) such as fired clay 
bricks, cement blocks, and mud bricks is that when the inside temperature drops below or 
rises above a comfortable level, the energy proceeding from an active heating or cooling 
source is absorbed into high density walls.  
 
Being thermally hungry these walls are consuming a large portion of the energy rather than 
the available energy heating or cooling the air and the occupants within. 
 
Therefore thermal efficiency is a question of balance. Thermal momentum is an important 
dynamic, but too much momentum can be counter-productive.  

 
Thermal drag is necessary to store energy but too much can consume energy.  
Anecdotal evidence indicates that houses built with 200mm wide single skin Timbercrete 
external walls have consistently achieved this “balance”.   

 
 
3. HIGHEST FIRE RATING; 
  

Timbercrete out performs all other building blocks & bricks according to independent 
accredited  fire tests (under 30 tonnes of pressure over a 3metre expanse the FRL exceeds 
the highest possible fire rating of 240/240/240.  

  
4. HIGHER OVERALL LOAD BEARING  
 

Timbercrete has higher load bearing capacity than a hollow core 190mm wide concrete 
block and a 110mm clay fired brick,  
 
This is due to: 

  
1. Timbercrete has a surface area which is significantly greater being a solid 200mm 

thick block. 
 

2. The weakest link scenario. A chain is only as strong as the weakest link. The 
weakest link in a brick or block wall is the mortar. The “overall” load bearing can 
only be measured by the strength of the mortar times the area (mpa / m2). In effect 
you cannot claim to have a very strong chain if every second link is weak! 

 
 

5. GREATER VERSATILITY  
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 Timbercrete can be nailed and screwed without the need for pre-drilling. It is just like nailing 
into a piece of timber 
 
5. GREATER CHOICE OF COLOUR AND TEXTURE & SIZE  
 
Timbercrete is a leader in regard to aesthetic versatility by offering our clients the opportunity 
of specifying any colour any texture any size any shape. No other brick company offers such 
versatility. You can “Design Your Own Brick” 
  
7. HIGHER PROFIT MARGIN IN CONSTRUCTION  
 
This is due to a faster construction speed and in most cases a m2 saving on wall area particularly 
when using our 200mm thick single skin block. 

 
8. IMPROVED ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE.  
 
Due to the unique density and matrix of Timbercrete, acoustically it out performs other brick, 
blocks and concrete walls, having a unique and improved ability to absorb and diffuse sound as 
well as preventing sound transference. 
 
9. HIGHER BRACING CAPICITY AND LATERAL STABILITY.  
 
This is achieved due to Timbercrete’s unique building system which replaces brick mesh with 
common bracing straps. The strap is simply rolled out on the top of every 2nd course then 
screwed or nailed into each brick. Timbercrete shares the same characteristics as timber when 
nailing or screwing, as a result a Timbercrete wall is a fully reinforced wall. 
 
10. IMPROVED RESISTANCE TO “CREEP”, EXPANSION & CONTRACTION. 
 
Timbercrete, (installed according to our recommended procedures), is not subject to the same 
degree of accumulative shrinkage or “creep” as typically seen with concrete blocks and bricks. 
Neither is a Timbercrete wall subject to the same degree of expansion as clay bricks and blocks. 
This stable wall system is achieved because the blocks are secured (fixed) into position 
permanently through the bracing strap.     
  
 
11. HIGHER RE SALE VALUE.  

 
1. More visually unique & aesthetically pleasing.  
2. Lower energy bills because of Timbercrete’s unique thermal dynamics.  
3. A no maintenance wall system. 

 
 

 
 


